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Good afternoon: 
 
One of my favourite activities when I was a Girl Guide was a scavenger hunt – where we 
would collect leaves, flowers or bugs, learn about what we had collected and hopefully earn a 
badge or two. Recently the Ontario Legislation Committee of the CWL gifted us with “A 
Scavenger Hunt”. While we won’t be earning badges ladies, we will be educating ourselves 
about 1) ‘events that can lead to homelessness’;2) discovering what legislation is in place; 
3)exploring programs available in our communities, dioceses, and provinces;4) how we can 
access these programs and essentially, how to become involved! By participating in the 
Scavenger Hunt, we can do our part to perhaps help alleviate homelessness. 
 
The idea is: 

• To form a team of 2 or more people and give your team a name (be creative) 

• There are 3 scenarios given and you area asked to choose one (1) ONLY 

• Proceed through the suggested activities (try to accomplish as many as you can) 

• Take notes on the information gathered 

• Complete a brief survey and return it via e-mail to our OPC chair of Legislation, Karen 
McDonald  

Our provincial team will compile the survey results, prepare a detailed report and acknowledge 
the teams and councils who complete “the Hunt”. 
 
Many CWL members are busy, like us, attending conventions and summer will soon be here. 
OPC wanted to allow you enough time to participate as the completion date for the ‘Hunt’ is 
October 16, 2018. 
 
It is hoped you will be amazed at the information gathered! You may even discover there 
is a need for services in your area and you may be inspired to get out there and bring about 
change! Or, you may find that a resolution should be written to address an identified 
need. Work with your team to research the topic you choose, consult your resolutions 
chairperson or, pass the idea to those in your parish/diocesan council with experience in 
developing a resolution. 
 
Finally remember to pray every step of the way – there is power in prayer! Have fun while 
learning. Share with each of the members on your team. There are limited copies available 
here today of Directive # 3 – The Scavenger Hunt. All Presidents in the diocese were e-mailed 
this Directive in early May.  If there are questions about the Scavenger Hunt, I will be available 
after this session for questions. And don’t forget to choose a creative Team Name for your 
Scavenger Hunt Team of ‘2 or more sisters in the League!’ 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Maureen Brennan, Diocesan 
Legislation Chairperson 


